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Famous architectural critic and theorist Jane Jacobs argued that fast-developing 

American cities are in peril of losing their main quality, heterogeneity, due to 

standardization of architectural forms induced by international style and conglomeration 

of city’s primary functions. But while in Western cities the biggest threat of such tendencies 

was endangering certain cosmopolitan way of life, in divided and traditionally belligerent 

societies, such was that of former Yugoslavia, erasure of subtle ethnic attributes was often 

understood as form of political oppression. Modern architecture and urbanism, that 

supposed to be epitome of proclaimed ”brotherhood and unity”, inverted over time into 

their own antithesis, making violent homogenization of disputed territories the main 



characteristic of all Yugoslav wars. Particularly affected in both scenarios were private 

houses whose erasure denied the very possibility for dwelling on disputed territory. 

Ethnically clean enclaves created in such way are encouraging cultural disparities, 

deepening ever more traditional antagonisms. In harshly bipolar ex-Yugoslav cities, such 

as Kosovska Mitrovica in Kosovo, those antagonisms are limiting housing options by 

preventing the return of dislocated residents into their pre-war habitat.  

This paper will propose new guidelines of how to fight residential segregation, by looking 

into the curious case of city of Mostar in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In desperate efforts to 

restore city’s multicultural identity and widely-known tolerate climate, international 

humanitarian funds financed reconstruction of the Old Bridge, Mostar’s iconic building, 

that supposed to symbolise ruination of three belligerent parties. However, activists 

overlooked the fact that dispersion of houses remained highly ghettoized, still driven by 

ethnic exclusion, de facto supporting physical and cultural division of the city. On that 

basis, I will argue that method of choice for restauration of heterogeneity in conflicted 

cities should be the “reverse modernization”, where even restoration of private housing 

and encouraging diversity of functions would come as priority. 
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